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ELI institutelnstenstltutelaute at UH

PreliprellpreilpreliminarpreliminarypreliminaryminarY announcement

under a grant from the US office of institutions of higher education especially
education and in cooperation with the community colleges deadline april 15
department of english as a second language 1971
of the university of hawaii an institute in
TESL in community colleges will be held in stipends will be paid to participants and

there will be allowance foran dependentshonolulu from june 7 july 231971
there is no provision for either travel or booksthis seven week full time institute is housing may be available for single

designed for both pre service and in semservicei ce participants on the campus others must seek
of teachers of ESL intraining community off campus accommodation it should be

colleges both in hawaii and elsewhere its pointed out that the honolulu cost of living is
required program includes two courses very high
foundation of ESL and methods and

materials of TESL in community colleges for further information and applicationand the of thea workshop purpose blanks write by airmail toworkshop is to prepare a program
curriculum or other material which can be
immediately implemented in the participants
institutions in fallpallpalifalifail 19711971 those who have had dr charles H blatchford director
substantial training in TESL or those whose I1institutenstiansti tute in TESL in community colleges
institutions do not have urgent need for a department of ESL university of hawaii
TESL program may not findfilid the institute to 1890 east west road
theirtheirbenefitbenefit honolulu hawaii 96822

applications are invited from those persons
currently teaching in or intending to teach in

EDITORS NOTE the bibliography will be upciateaup dated annually if teachers andor institutions will send new
information on change in textbook forms will be inserted in summer issues of the TESL reporter
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